


NOIR THE AGENCY TERMS & CONDITIONS
Issued by NOIR The Agency Limited, registration number 9429049510072 (the AGENCY).

1. TERMS

The below terms and conditions of this agreement will be in effect from the contract signed
date and will continue in effect until the contract agreement is terminated in accordance with
all sections of this agreement.

2. APPENDIX

A. The terms “Agent” or “Agency” refer to the persons permitted, explicitly or implied to
represent for another. The Agency involves the permission of persons (the agent) to
generate legal relations between another person (the principal) and third parties. A person
acting on behalf of, with the authority of the Talent or Client.

B. The term “Booking” shall pertain to all work and assignments made by the Agency for a
client on behalf of the talent.

C. The term “Client” shall pertain to the person/s who have conferred, consulted or
appointed NOIR The Agency Ltd in the engagement of Talent.

D. The term “Contract” shall pertain to this agreement.

E. The term “Job” refers to any singular work, assignments, activities, jobs, positions, roles,
projects undertaken by the talent in which they can expect to be paid for.

F. NOIR The Agency Limited shall be referred to in this agreement as “NOIR The Agency”
or “NOIR” or “the Agency” and includes any agents and employees.

G. The term “Talent” shall pertain to the person in contract or the applicant registering to
and authorising NOIR The Agency to represent them in promotion of any acting, modelling,
extra work, or other talent related assignments.



3. CONDITIONS

A. All Talent whether currently signed and applying Talent of NOIR The Agency
authorise and accept NOIR The Agency as their exclusive agent.

B. This is to deter double bookings and separate agencies sending the same Talent to
an audition.

C. The Talent is in agreement to remain with NOIR The Agency for the full duration of
any jobs arranged or organised, including any job extensions of the initial job or
redefinitions of the commission fee.

D. Upon notification or discovery of Talent currently signed or in application of exclusive
representation with a different agency to NOIR The Agency, the Talent accepts that
NOIR The Agency will endeavour to discuss and resolve the matter and the agency
is also able terminate this agreement with the Talent if a resolution is not met.

E. It is the sole responsibility of the Talent to ensure their details are correct, current and
up to date and provided to NOIR The Agency. Failure of the Talent to comply with
Clause 3 section D shall not constitute as a failure of NOIR The Agency in the
fulfilment of its duties.

4. ACCEPTANCE

A. Any instructions or requests from NOIR The Agency or affiliated Clients as received
and agreed upon by the Talent shall constitute a binding legal contract and
acceptance of the terms and conditions contained herein.

B. NOIR The Agency requires more than 48 hours notice of cancellation by Talent so
that a replacement can be prepared. Talent who fail to comply with this clause may
not be rebooked or at the sole discretion of NOIR The Agency will be terminated from
the agency.

5. INFORMATION COLLECTION

A. The Talent permit and authorise NOIR The Agency to collect, retain and utilise any
information about them, for the purpose of assessing the Talents suitability for any
booking purposes, job suitability, enforcing any rights under this contract, or
marketing any services provided by NOIR The Agency to any other party or client,
including but not limited to the use of the Talents photographs or videos in print and
or digital form and inclusion on NOIR The Agency managed websites and social
media.

B. The Talent authorises NOIR The Agency to disclose any information held by them to
any person for the purposes set out in clause 5 section A.

C. NOIR The Agency respects the personal information of its Talent and endeavours not
to divulge any information to anyone, other than in the course of finding the Talent
work.



6. AGENCY COMPENSATION

A. In consideration of NOIR The Agency, the Talent agrees and accepts that NOIR The
Agency are entitled to a 20% commission fee from the gross talent fee received on
any job, roll over or residual payments. In addition, NOIR The Agency shall NOT be
responsible for deducting any applicable Tax for the Talent.

B. The Talent agrees that any future and/or current applicable deduction of GST on
behalf of NOIR The Agency from any payments due to Talent and advised to the
Talent in writing form, as it may be required to do so. Such deduction shall be
subtracted prior to payment of any amounts to the Talent.

C. NOIR The Agency and the Talent agree that the agency will make every reasonable
effort to source work for the Talent, however there are no guarantees implied or
specified.

7. PAYMENT

A. Subject to Clause 6 section A of this agreement, payment for the services of the
Talent is subject and conditional to receiving timely payment from its Clients for the
Talents services. NOIR The Agency will endeavour to process payments within
approximately 2 - 8 weeks.

B. The Talent agrees and accepts it is their responsibility to ensure that NOIR The
Agency has their correct postal address and bank account details in order that NOIR
The Agency May disburse payments as efficiently as possible.

C. The Talent and NOIR The Agency acknowledge that payment may take longer in
reference to Clause 7 section A; due to potential delays of payment from the Client to
pay NOIR The Agency.

D. For the purposes of accurate payment disbursements, in all instances; it shall be the
responsibility of the Talent to sign in and out on any applicable client or production
company timesheets provided when on set or at a job.

E. The Talent shall have no claim whatsoever to any benefits or privileges under this
agreement or as an extension of this agreement, implied or otherwise unless
expressly consented in writing by NOIR The Agency.



8. JOB REQUIREMENTS AND CONDUCT

A. Any job or work hours are entirely dependent on the requirements of a Client.
Assigned Talent will be contacted by NOIR The Agency prior; to confirm their
availability.

B. In relation to travel; all travel costs shall be the sole responsibility of the talent unless
detailed in one-off contracts for some productions, which may require travel outside
of your region.

C. All Talent agree to conduct themselves with the best interests of NOIR The Agency;
behaving professionally and respectfully when assigned to any Jobs or Agency
related work.

D. All Talent agree to be honest in all information provided to NOIR The Agency and any
affiliated Clients.

E. All Talent agree and accept to maintain full confidentiality and discretion of any
Agency related communications (written, verbal or digital), Client communications,
work or assignments unless given explicit and written consent by NOIR The Agency.

F. All Talent agree to condone themselves with decency when present at any photo
shoots, job or work assignments or production sets.

G. If Talent materially alters their appearance; including without limitation, the colouring
or cutting of hair, tattoos or piercings and the like. The failure of the Talent to advise
NOIR The Agency shall be deemed as a material breach of this Agreement and may
result in a loss of work or jobs.

H. If Talent alters their material appearance as per Clause 8 section G, Talent must
provide updated professional portraits or potentially face a loss of work or jobs.

I. Codes of conduct of NOIR The Agency may be changed or added at any time, which
will be advised to the Talent in writing.



9. CONFIDENTIALITY

All Talent of NOIR The Agency are required to observe the requirements of the New
Zealand Privacy Act 1993 which includes the below:

A. Talent must not at any given point, directly or indirectly disclose, share or
communicate to any persons, corporations or entities in any any manner any
information or communication concerning matters affecting or in relation to the
business of NOIR The Agency, including but not limited to any information pertaining
to any of our Clients or Talent or Agency staff, the prices or payments obtained, or
any other information concerning the business of NOIR The Agency and its plans,
processes, manners of operations, customers, clients or other information without
regard to whether all of the above-advised matters will be deemed confidential or
important.

B. The Talent agrees and comprehends that any breach of the terms of this
CONFIDENTIALITY section shall be a material breach of this Agreement.

10. MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT

Any modification of this Agreement or additional obligation assumed by either party in
connection to this Agreement shall be binding only if agreed upon in writing signed by either
party or by an authorised representative of each party.

11. ASSIGNMENT COMPLICATIONS OR ISSUES

A. It is the sole responsibility of the Talent to inform NOIR The Agency of any issues,
complications, problems or complaints while on assignment or on-set. Any
communication or discussions made directly with any applicable staff, crew or cast
may cause the Talent to be removed and/or not asked back on set or assignment, if it
is deemed the Talent has negative behaviour or attitudes.

B. Any disputes or personal grievances and other engagement or assignment
relationship problems that cannot be settled by mutual agreement between the
relevant parties will be determined in accordance with an arbitration agreement or
the Employment Relations Act 2000 if appropriate to do so. All costs shall be
separately borne by the parties, neither shall have claim against the other unless
expressly directed at law and which may form part of any settlement.



12. TERMINATION

A. Either party may terminate this Agreement at any given point as long this termination
is agreed upon in writing by either party.

B. Any Talent currently contracted or signed to perform a specific service for a Client
must complete this work before any termination will be agreed upon, unless advised
otherwise by NOIR The Agency or the Client.

C. In the event of any gross misconduct or critical violation by the Talent of any of the
terms of this Agreement, NOIR The Agency may choose to terminate this agreement
without notice at any given time.

D. In the event of non-performance or failure to communicate with NOIR The Agency for
a duration of over 3 months, NOIR The Agency may choose to terminate this
agreement without notice at any given time.

E. In the event NOIR The Agency discovers that talent we exclusively represent are
also represented by another agency (without prior discussion or advice), NOIR The
Agency may choose to terminate this agreement without notice at any given time.

F. Upon the termination of contract; the applicable talent will no longer be accepted to
reapply or return for representation with NOIR The Agency Ltd - unless special
circumstances apply.

G. Upon the termination of contract, the applicable talent will no longer have any rights
to the use, promotion or distribution of past, present and future imagery, textual,
verbal and visual content, photographs, videos conducted or produced by NOIR The
Agency Ltd and its affiliates.

H. Upon termination of contract, the applicable talent understands and agrees that
NOIR The Agency Ltd will still hold the rights and permission to promote, reproduce,
distribute and share any and all past and current imagery, textual, verbal and visual
content, photographs, videos conducted or produced by NOIR The Agency Ltd and
its affiliates up until the point of contract termination.



13. HEALTH AND SAFETY PROTOCOL

NOIR The Agency is required to:

A. Fully comply with all current legislation relating to the employment or assignment of
the Talent, including the Human Rights Act 1993, Privacy Act 1993 and the Health
and Safety in Employment Act 1992.

B. To make available, follow and encourage compliance with Client policies, including
the Health and Safety policies and procedures.

The Talent is required at all times to:

A. Fully comply with all current legislation relating to the employment or assignment of
the Talent, including the Human Rights Act 1993, Privacy Act 1993 and the Health
and Safety in Employment Act 1992.

B. Comprehend, abide and encourage compliance with the industry accepted
standards, protocols and policies including the Health and Safety policy and
procedures.

COVID-19 PROTOCOL
Some of the casting and production companies we work with require all talent to be double
vaccinated. This requirement is outside of the agency's control and it is your choice whether
you proceed in applying for work that requires a vaccination pass.

Before any fittings or shoot dates, these productions will usually require you to undergo a
Covid-19 PCR test at a local registered testing station; such as the Rako Testing Facility.
The production company will allow you to register through a link they will provide you via
email and pay for this registration. You will often be paid a small amount for your testing
efforts depending on the production company.

We also work with casting and production companies that do not require talent to be
vaccinated, however they may still require talent to undergo Rapid Antigen Testing on set or
prior to a fitting or shoot day. Once again, this is beyond the control of our agency and it is
your choice to pursue work that requires testing.

We will let you know of any changes that occur regarding Covid-19 on Health protocols on
any current productions and we will outline the Covid-19 protocol of any future productions
or Extras, TV & Film work. If you are ever feeling unwell from any illness and you are
booked for work, please let us know as soon as possible. You will not be permitted to
continue with any jobs whilst unwell.



14. LIABILITY

A. The Fair Trading Act 1986 and other statutes may imply warranties or conditions or
impose obligations upon NOIR The Agency which cannot by law (or which can only
to a limited extent by law) be excluded or modified, in respect of any such implied
warranties, conditions or terms imposed on NOIR The Agency liability shall, where it
is allowed, be excluded or if not able to be excluded only apply to the minimum
extent required by the relevant statute. The Law of New Zealand applies to this
Agreement

B. Except as otherwise provided by Clause 14 section A, NOIR The Agency shall not be
liable for:

- Any loss or damages of any kind whatsoever, arising from the supply of services by
NOIR The Agency to the Talent or Client, including consequential loss whether
suffered or incurred by the Talent or Client or another person and whether in contract
or tort (including negligence) or otherwise and irrespective of whether such loss or
damage arises directly or indirectly from services provided by NOIR The Agency

- The Talent shall indemnify NOIR The Agency against all claims and losses of any
kind whatsoever; however caused or arising and without implying the generality of
the foregoing of this clause whether caused or arising as a result of the negligence of
NOIR The Agency or otherwise, brought by any person in connection with the matter,
act, omission or error by NOIR The Agency its agents or employees in connection
with its services.

C. Any applicable expenses or legal costs incurred by NOIR The Agency in the
enforcement of any terms contained in this Agreement shall be paid by the Talent,
including any reasonable solicitors fees or debt collection agency fees.

D. Failure of NOIR The Agency to enforce any of the above Terms and Conditions shall
not be deemed to be a waiver of any of the rights and obligations NOIR The Agency
may have under this Agreement.



15. EXTRAS/BACKGROUND TALENT - TV, FILM AND
COMMERCIALS
We often work with casting directors and producers in pursuit of our talent for various
television shows, films and commercials. Our agency also works with casting directors to
source extras; also known as background talent for various television shows, films and
commercials. There are numerous processes and protocols as detailed below.

A. OPPORTUNITIES
Some work opportunities ask for a range of talent of all ages, ethnicities and more. In
this case, we will continue to contact all our talent in bulk and it is your choice to
apply for any suitable roles. Some opportunities call for specific talent requirements
and in this case we will continue to contact you individually. You decide whether you
wish to apply for any role; there is no obligation to undertake all the opportunities you
receive from NOIR the Agency.

B. AVAILABILITY
When you apply for any Extras, TV, Film or Commercial work, you need to ensure
that you are available for all the dates listed. This includes the shoot dates,
auditions, callbacks, fittings and rehearsal dates. Please do not apply for any work
you are not fully available for, as the production will not endeavour to reschedule
work on your behalf.

C. TIME CONSTRAINTS
Each opportunity we send will include an application cut-off time. This cut-off time is
often advised by the casting director due to their own time constraints. Please note
that if we receive your response to apply for the job after the cut-off time has passed,
we will not be able to put forward your portfolio to the casting director.

D. EXTRAS/BACKGROUND WORK
There are two forms of extras/background work that we offer. The first is Standard
Extra work and this usually involves no dialogue and generic background work. The
second is Featured Extra work and these roles often have some or little dialogue.

E. SELECTION PROCESS
It is the casting director’s discretion as to who is selected to proceed on any
roles/work opportunities, but we will do our best to help you put your best foot
forward. Please note that if you do not hear back from us regarding a role you have
applied for, we may still be waiting to hear back from the casting director OR they
may have decided to proceed with other talent for the role. We will always keep you
updated with any new information we receive regarding a role application, but please
note that sometimes we do not hear anything back at all.



F. AUDITIONS
Upon applying for TV, Film or commercial work, a director or casting director will
most likely require an audition from you - if they wish to proceed with your
application. These may be in the form of a self-tape (filmed by yourself from home),
or in-person at a studio location.

If you are selected for an audition, we will contact you directly and provide the
relevant details. We will also supply you with notes and advice to help you prepare
for your audition if needed. For roles with dialogue, you will be provided a script of
the relevant material.

For Standard Extras/Background roles, there are no auditions required as we will
send your digital headshots to the casting director and they will select from these.
For Featured extra roles that involve dialogue or some performance; you may be
required to conduct a self-tape.

G. CALLBACKS
A callback occurs after you have auditioned for a role and the casting director would
like to see you again for a re-run of the audition or just to get a second look at you. It
does not mean that you have been confirmed for the role as of yet.

There are no callbacks for Extras/Background work.

H. ON HOLD
If you are placed on “hold” by a director (which we will let you know), then you must
keep the shoot date/s free, however it does not mean that you have been fully
confirmed for the job as of yet as the director may be deciding between yourself and
other talent. This means that you cannot apply for any other work that falls across
these shoot dates unless you are confirmed/selected by the director or your
application is dismissed.

Holds are not applicable for Extras/Background work.

I. FITTINGS
If you are selected for a fitting prior to the shoot day, we will advise you of the
location and any further requirements. Fittings can last anywhere from 30 minutes to
2 hours so you will need to allow time for these. Most productions will also
compensate you for attending the wardrobe fitting.



J. SHOOT DAYS
You will most likely be required for a large period of time on any shoot day, so it is
best to be fully available for the entire day. The location and call time details for most
shoots are only supplied within 24 - 48 hours before a shoot and this is for security
reasons. Film, TV and Commercial work can be filmed at all hours of the day, so do
not be surprised if you have a call time of 5.00AM or 7.00PM etc.

K. CONDUCT
Please note that when you are on set for any work you have been booked/signed for
through NOIR The Agency, you are to adhere to sections 3: section 8: Job
Requirements and Conduct; section 9: Confidentiality; section 11: Assignment
Complications and Issues and section 13: Health and Safety Protocol; and all
subsections of these clauses.

Failure to adhere to these terms and conditions may result in the instant
termination of your contract with NOIR The Agency; without any given notice.

L. COMMUNICATIONS
In relation to receiving communications from NOIR The Agency pertaining to Film,
TV, Extra or Commercial opportunities, the first and main means of communication
will be via email. We will contact you via phone call or text messaging when urgent or
time restricted opportunities occur.

In the instance you need to contact NOIR The Agency, please endeavour to contact
via email. Please contact NOIR The Agency via phone call in only urgent
circumstances. For instance if you are late to a shoot, are on set, or if you are
experiencing a work-related emergency.

In the instance you have any questions or concerns pertaining to work you are
booked/signed to conduct, please contact NOIR The Agency directly and not the
clients you are conducting work for. We will address any concerns you have with the
client/work on your behalf.



M. PAYMENTS
Payments for roles/performances in Extras, TV, Film and Commercial are dependent
on the role and production company and these will be advised to you by our agency
in any work/job opportunities. Payments can also take anywhere between 2 to 6
weeks to be processed upon your completion of a role/performance. This payment
frequency is dependent on the particular production company. We must wait for each
production to send us any relevant timesheets or accounts before we can invoice for
work you have conducted and this can often take upto 10 business days.

Please note that there are different payments for standard and featured extras and
these payment amounts are dependent on the production.

Please note that there are often delays that we experience in receiving payments
from production companies, but we will do our best to keep you posted with any
updates. Once we receive the payment for your work/performance, we will deduct
our 20% agency commission and we will transfer your payment out to you within 3 -
5 business days. You will also receive a payment receipt with further information via
email.

N. TAXES & REGULATIONS
Please note as per your contractual obligation to NOIR The Agency, that for sake of
taxes and regulations you as talent are considered an individual contractor or
sub-contractor and will be personally responsible for all payments of such fees made
due to the New Zealand Inland Revenue. Please also note that as an individual
contractor, you are responsible for your own ACC earner’s levy and student loan
repayments.

Some productions we work with will conduct your withholding tax deductions for you
and this will be advised to you when applicable.



16. MODELLING JOBS
We often work with brands, designers and companies in the Fashion industry to source
models for various campaigns, shows and photoshoots. There are numerous processes
and protocols involved with this form of work as detailed below.

A. OPPORTUNITIES
When we source modelling work, the brands/designers will send us their own model
requirements which often detail the exact height, sizes and looks required. Once
received, we will contact any relevant or suitable models from our agency to advise
them of the opportunity. It is then up to the model to decide whether they wish to be
put forward for the job. Please note that there is no obligation to undertake all or any
modelling opportunities you receive from NOIR the Agency.

B. AVAILABILITY
All modelling work provided by the agency may include fittings, rehearsals for
runways, and photoshoot dates. All models will need to ensure that they are
available for any and all the dates listed for the job; allowing flexibility for potent.
This includes the shoot dates, auditions, callbacks, fittings and rehearsal dates.
Please do not apply for any work you are not fully available for, as the production will
not endeavour to reschedule work on your behalf.

C. TIME CONSTRAINTS
Each opportunity we send will include an application cut-off time. This cut-off time is
often advised by the casting director due to their own time constraints. Please note
that if we receive your response to apply for the job after the cut-off time has passed,
we will not be able to put forward your portfolio to the casting director.

D. WORK DAYS
The amount of time/hours you are required for a modelling job will be determined by
the client and job type. We will do our best to provide you with estimated work hours
(as provided by the client). It is still best to prepare yourself and allow yourself to be
available for a full day of work. The location and call time details for most shoots are
only supplied within 24 - 48 hours before any modelling work and this is often for
security reasons.



E. CONDUCT
Please note that when you are on set for any work you have been booked/signed for
through NOIR The Agency, you are to adhere to sections 3: section 8: Job
Requirements and Conduct; section 9: Confidentiality; section 11: Assignment
Complications and Issues and section 13: Health and Safety Protocol; and all
subsections of these clauses.

Failure to adhere to these terms and conditions may result in the instant
termination of your contract with NOIR The Agency; without any given notice.

F. COMMUNICATIONS
In relation to receiving communications from NOIR The Agency pertaining to
Modelling opportunities, the first and main means of communication will be via email.
We will contact you via phone call or text messaging when urgent or time restricted
opportunities occur.

In the instance you need to contact NOIR The Agency, please endeavour to contact
via email. Please contact NOIR The Agency via phone call in only urgent
circumstances. For instance if you are late to a shoot, are on set, or if you are
experiencing a work-related emergency.

In the instance you have any questions or concerns pertaining to work you are
booked/signed to conduct, please contact NOIR The Agency directly and not the
clients you are conducting work for. We will address any concerns you have with the
client/work on your behalf.

G. PAYMENTS
Payment amounts for Modelling work are dependent on the brand, client or
production company. These will be advised to you by our agency in any work/job
opportunities.

Payments can also take anywhere between 2 to 6 weeks to be processed upon your
completion of a modelling job. This payment frequency is once again dependent on
the particular production company. We must wait for each production to send us any
relevant timesheets or accounts before we can invoice for work you have conducted
and this can often take upto 10 business days.

Please note that there are often delays that we experience in receiving payments,
but we will do our best to keep you posted with any updates. Once we receive the
payment for your modelling work, we will deduct our 20% agency commission and
we will transfer your payment out to you within 3 - 5 business days. You will also
receive a payment receipt with further information via email.



H. TAXES & REGULATIONS
Please note as per your contractual obligation to NOIR The Agency, that for sake of
taxes and regulations you as a model are considered an individual contractor or
sub-contractor and will be personally responsible for all payments of such fees made
due to the New Zealand Inland Revenue. Please also note that as an individual
contractor, you are responsible for your own ACC earner’s levy and student loan
repayments.

Some clients we work with will conduct your withholding tax deductions for you and
this will be advised to you when applicable.


